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Report of the Legislative Council
Legislation Committee

in relation to the

Young Offenders Bill 1994

Reference

1 On Tuesday, 27 September 1994, Hon Peter Foss moved the following motion
which was agreed to by the House:

That the [Young Offenders] Bill be referred to the Legislation
Committee for consideration and report.1

2 On 11 November 1994 the Attorney General wrote to the Chairman of the
Committee requesting him to assist in ensuring that the Committee finalise its
deliberations before the end of the year.  After consideration of the Attorney's
letter by the Committee, the Chairman replied on 16 November 1994 noting the
issues which had to be considered by the Committee and indicating that he was
not hopeful that the Attorney's request could be satisfied .2

3 On Thursday, 30 November 1994 at 5.40am, the House passed a motion that the
Committee present its report on the Young Offenders Bill 1994 by Thursday, 1
December 1994.

4 It is noted that this is the first occasion on which the Legislation Committee has
been directed by the House to report on a bill before it has completed its
deliberations.

5 The most recent draft of the Bill available to the Committee was No. 21-2B.

Introduction

6 In his speech at the opening of the current session of the Parliament, His
Excellency the Governor noted that the Bill was to be introduced as a code on
young offenders .  That is, the Bill was to definitively and exclusively state the3

law with regard to young offenders.
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7 When visiting Perth in 1991, Prof Christian Pfeiffer of the University of Hanover
in Germany commented:

The ultimate goal... of criminal justice should be to restore peace in the
community after it has been disturbed or destroyed by an offence.4

He contrasted this with a narrower British view that the "ultimate goal of
criminal justice is to punish the offender in a fair and just and predictable
manner".  This was not to say that punishment did not have a place in the
criminal justice system, but to point out that it is one among a range of options .5

8 Mr Keith Hamburger, Executive Director of the Queensland Corrective Services
Commission has noted that:

...recognising that reform in one part of [the criminal justice] system,
whether it be in prisons, or in police, or in the Courts; that reform in
isolation in those segments will not matter for anything, unless it is
integrated and co-ordinated throughout the system.6

9 The Bill is an attempt to reform the criminal justice system insofar as it relates
to young offenders.  In this context, His Honour Judge Hal Jackson says, in his
submission to the Committee:

The Bill is like the curate's egg - it has both some redeeming features but
significant bad parts.  It is as significant for what it does not do as for
what it does.  And it is a great "lost opportunity".  Another chance will
probably not come forward for many years for significant legislation in
this area.

10 In light of this, the other submissions received by the Committee and the
evidence of witnesses who appeared before the Committee, the Committee is
of the view that, while the Bill advances principles of juvenile justice which are
worthy of support, there are matters in the Bill that require substantial
consideration.  It is a significant piece of legislation which effects considerable
changes to the law regarding young offenders, including the introduction of
alternative methods of dealing with young persons who have committed
offences.  The submissions received to date reflect significant community
concern with certain provisions of the Bill.  The Committee therefore considers
that it is most important that these provisions receive the detailed consideration
of the House.
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11 In the time available to the Committee, it has been impossible to prepare a
report which would be of specific assistance to the House in its detailed
deliberations.  This report therefore reflects the limited views and conclusions
of the Committee to date.  In most instances the Committee has not had an
opportunity to formulate appropriate recommendations.  This report, for
obvious reasons, deals only with matters which have drawn criticism or
comment.  It does not purport to deal with all matters which have attracted such
criticism or comment.

Submissions and Evidence

12 The submissions received by the Committee are listed in Appendix 1.  In
addition to submissions received, the Committee invited the persons and
organisations listed in Appendix 2 to make submissions by 9 December 1994.

13 On Monday, 21 November 1994, the Committee heard evidence from the
witnesses listed in Appendix 3.

14 A separate volume containing copies of the submissions is attached to this
report and forms part of this report.

15 It was the Committee's desire to attach the transcript of evidence of witnesses
heard by the Committee.  At the time of presentation of this report, that
transcript had not been corrected by witnesses and the Committee was
unwilling to present uncorrected transcript.

The Substantive Provisions of the Bill

16 The Committee has identified the following provisions as the main areas of
concern with the Bill:

16.1 Generally, the effect of the Bill on Aborigines
16.2 Cll 6-7:  Objectives and Principles
16.3 Cl 19:  Detention of young offenders apprehended by police
16.4 Cl 20:  Requirement to notify responsible adult
16.5 Cl 22 - 23:  Cautions
16.6 Cl 24 - 40:  Juvenile Justice Teams
16.7 Cl 41:  Preliminary considerations for police before prosecuting
16.8 Cl 58:  Responsible adult may be made liable
16.9 Cll 73 - 117:  Youth supervision orders
16.10 Cll 118 - 123:  Custodial sentences
16.11 Cll 124 - 130:  Repeat serious offenders
16.12 Cll 131 - 165:  Supervised release orders
16.13 Cll 166 - 181:  Detention centres (boot/work camps)
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Effect of the Bill on Aborigines

17 The Committee received substantial submissions from the Deaths in Custody
Watch Committee (WA) Inc and the Aboriginal Legal Service of Western
Australia (Inc) ("ALS").  Both of these submissions give some consideration to
the overall impact of the Bill on Aboriginal persons.  Each of them also raises
numerous specific concerns with the  Bill.

18 The submission received from the Deaths in Custody Watch Committee gives
particular consideration to some provisions of the Bill which may be contrary
to specific recommendations of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths
in Custody ("RCIADIC").  It notes that effective implementation of these
recommendations has received bi-partisan political support.  Specific areas of
concern which are identified include:  lack of consultation with Aborigines
during the drafting of the Bill; rights of young persons; special orders (serious
and repeat offenders); diversionary schemes (Juvenile Justice Teams); and
detention centres (boot/work camps).

19 The submission received from the Aboriginal Legal Service also expressed
concern that some provisions of the Bill are contrary to the recommendations
of the RCIADIC.  The principal areas of concern considered by the ALS include:
lack of consultation during the drafting of the Bill; justice v welfare approach to
juvenile justice; comparison with the New Zealand Family Group Conference
model; provisions relating to young persons in custody and their rights;
diversion before court proceedings; sentencing; youth supervision orders;
special orders (serious and repeat offenders); supervised release orders;
diversionary schemes (Juvenile Justice Teams); and boot camps.

20 The Committee has not had an adequate opportunity to consider these matters.

Clauses 6 - 7:  Objectives and Principles

21 A number of the submissions received by the Committee note that the
Objectives and Principles of the Bill are inconsistently applied in, or inconsistent
with,  the succeeding substantive provisions of the Bill.  The result of this is
likely to be confusion about the correct interpretation of relevant provisions in
the Bill.  The Committee notes that it has had demonstrated to it instances where
this confusion may occur.

22 Many submissions received by the Committee note that, while cl 6(c) of the Bill
provides that one of its objectives is:

to ensure that the legal rights of young persons involved with the
criminal justice system are observed
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the Bill fails to set out certain basic rights that should be accorded to young
persons .  These rights include:7

22.1 The right to make a telephone call to a family member or friend before
being questioned by police.

22.2 The right to make a telephone call to a legal adviser before being
questioned by police.

22.3 The right to have a family member, friend or other independent adult
present at police questioning.

22.4 The right to be treated in a dignified and humane way.
22.5 The right to prompt medical examination and hospital treatment, where

necessary.
22.6 The right to have safety and welfare needs monitored regularly by

police while detained in police custody.
22.7 The obligation for police to inform young people and their families of

their rights in police custody.

Recommendation 1

The Committee recommends that a statement of these rights be incorporated in
the Bill, and that an appropriate sanction be applied in the event of a breach
of the rights.

23 The Committee is aware that it has been said that a statement of rights such as
these would be more appropriately incorporated in other legislation (such as the
Police Act 1892).  Whilst the Committee considers that the rights could logically
be incorporated in that Act, there is no reason why they could not be
incorporated in the Bill until such time as an appropriate amendment is made
to the Police Act.

24 The relevant sanction that could be imposed in the event of a breach of the
rights could be that the evidence obtained where relevant rights have been
breached would be inadmissible to a court or other body exercising judicial
functions.

25 The Committee is also of the view that consideration should be given to means
of encouraging young people to accept responsibility for their actions and
behaviour and that an appropriate statement could be made to young offenders,
or alleged young offenders, in this context.

Clause 19:  Detention of young persons apprehended by police

26 The main concern in respect of this clause which is expressed in numerous
submissions is the fact that few young people are aware of their rights and
responsibilities while in custody and police procedures to inform them of those
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rights and responsibilities are inadequate.  Hence the necessity for inclusion in
the Bill of provisions for statements of rights and responsibilities in the terms
already outlined.

27 At least one submission noted that there is no time limit during which a young
person may be held in the custody of the police until the person can be placed
in a detention centre (cl 19(3)).

28 Another matter which requires consideration is the delegation of a rule making
power to the Commissioner of Police to make rules, orders or regulations in
respect of the apprehension of young persons and their detention in custody
(cl 19(1)).  This is of particular concern given the absence of statutory rights for
young persons apprehended or in custody.

Clause 20:  Requirement to notify responsible adult

29 This clause addresses questioning of young persons by police.  It requires that
a responsible adult receives notice that a young person is to be questioned by
police before the questioning takes place.  A number of concerns have been
raised in regard to this clause.  They include:

29.1 that the prescription that a responsible adult may be notified in writing
of a proposal to question a young person does not reflect circumstances
in the real world;

29.2 that the procedures may result in young persons being detained in
police custody for unnecessarily long periods;

29.3 that there is no requirement that police questioning should not take
place except in the presence of the responsible adult where reasonably
practicable;

29.4 that there are no sanctions on the police for a failure to comply with the
relevant requirements; and

29.5 that there should be included procedures for informing adults of their
rights in these circumstances.

Clauses 22 - 23:  Cautions

30 The principal concern with these clauses (expressed in submissions) is that there
are insufficient guidelines given for cautioning procedures.  The Bill should set
out appropriate guidelines for police on cautioning procedures.

Clauses 24 - 40:  Juvenile justice teams

31 Juvenile justice teams are modelled on the New Zealand Family Group
Conference and its derivatives.  Procedures and safeguards for Family Group
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Conferences are extensively prescribed in the New Zealand Children, Young
Persons and Their Families Act.  While most submissions to the Committee
enthusiastically support the concept of juvenile justice teams, they are critical
of the fact that the checks and balances which are incorporated in the equivalent
New Zealand legislation have not been incorporated in the Bill.

32 Specific concerns with the provisions which are addressed in submissions
include:

32.1 lack of guidelines regarding referrals to teams;

32.2 composition of teams;

32.3 review and monitoring of teams;

32.4 guidelines for operation of teams;

32.5 guidelines and incentives for police in the diversion of young offenders
to teams; and

32.6 resource implications in the context of establishment and continuing
effective operation of teams.

33 The Committee is cognisant of these concerns and questions why the provisions
relating to juvenile justice teams have not been more precisely and definitively
prescribed.

Recommendation 2

The Committee recommends that relevant provisions of the Bill regarding
juvenile justice teams be reviewed in comparison with the equivalent New
Zealand legislation and procedures to ensure that adequate procedural
guidelines and checks and balances are incorporated in the Bill.

Clause 41:  Preliminary considerations for police before prosecuting

34 Submissions received reveal concerns with co-ordination of administrative
procedures between police and the courts.

Clause 58:  Responsible adult may be made liable

35 Concerns expressed with this clause include the fact that there are no guidelines
prescribed whereby the culpability of a relevant responsible adult can be taken
into account when determining whether or not to impose liability on that
person.  The Committee heard evidence to the effect that "responsible" adults
are likely to take an interest in young persons for whom they are responsible.
The circumstances of other adults on whom liability may be imposed under this
clause may be such that imposition of liability on the adult will aggravate the
relationship between the adult and the young person, which may exacerbate the
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circumstances which contributed to the causes of offending of the young person.
The clause may be inconsistent with the principle  of encouraging and8

supporting adults in their responsibility and care for young persons.

Clauses 73 - 117:  Youth supervision orders

36 These clauses include the provisions for youth community based orders and
intensive youth supervision orders.  Several submissions raise numerous
particular concerns regarding various specific provisions.  A number of
submissions noted the lack of involvement of Aborigines in the procedures
established by the Bill.

Clauses 118 - 123:  Custodial sentences

37 A number of concerns with these provisions have been expressed.  The most
significant of these relates to cl 119 which is the clause which will permit the
establishment of boot or work camps.  Many submissions note that there is
insufficient detail in the provisions by which boot camps can be established and
operated.

38 Clause 119 provides that such details are to be prescribed by regulation.  The
Committee is of the view that significant initiatives such as the establishment
of boot camps are more appropriately dealt with by legislation than by
delegated legislation.  The Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation
commented on this type of procedure in its 1992 Review of Operations .  In this9

context, the Committee notes that prisons are established and operated under
their own Act of Parliament .10

39 Some submissions also note that these provisions may result in young persons
spending longer in detention than is desirable, necessary or consistent with the
objectives and principles of the Bill .  In this context, and in the context of11

young persons who repeatedly commit serious offences, important questions
arise on general principles of sentencing, such as proportionality of the sentence
to the crime, requirements that young persons are not treated more harshly than
are adults for committing the same offences and rehabilitation goals regarding
young offenders.
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Clauses 124 - 130:  Dealing with young person who repeatedly commits
serious offences

40 Although most of the evidence before the Committee suggests that these
provisions are an improvement over the Crime (Serious and Repeat Offenders)
Sentencing Act 1992, many of the concerns expressed in relation to that Act
continue to apply to these provisions.  The Committee has previously published
2 reports on the Crime (Serious and Repeat Offenders) Sentencing Act 1992  and12

repeats its findings in those reports to the extent that the provisions of the Bill
reflect the provisions of the former Act.

41 The Committee notes its concern with the retroactive extension of the operation
of the Crime (Serious and Repeat Offenders) Sentencing Act 1992 which is provided
for in cll 2 and 231 of the Bill.  It also notes that it has been advised by the
Minister for Health that the Government will be moving for the deletion of this
retroactive extension of the Act at the Committee Stage in the House.

Clauses 131 - 165:  Supervised release orders

42 Several submissions raise numerous particular concerns regarding various
specific provisions.  The Committee has not had an opportunity to give
consideration to any of these.  However, the Committee notes that it has been
drawn to its attention that the procedures contained in these provisions may
have the potential to increase the rate of detention of juveniles which, in many
cases is neither desirable, necessary nor consistent with the objectives and
principles of the Bill.

Clauses 166 - 181:  Detention centres

43 Several submissions raise numerous particular concerns regarding various
specific provisions.  The Committee has not had an opportunity to give
consideration to any of these.  Some of the matters raised in submissions relate
to:

43.1 Aborigines in detention;

43.2 infringement of human rights standards;

43.3 rights to legal advice;

43.4 inappropriate delegation of prescription of procedures to regulations;
and

43.5 denials of natural justice and the benefit of usual rules of law.
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Miscellaneous Provisions

44 Submissions received to date reveal numerous other miscellaneous provisions
of the Bill which require comment.

45 One matter of general concern is that some of the terminology used in the Bill
where it may have significant impact on the rights and freedoms of young
persons is not, or is imprecisely, defined and has no recognised legal meaning.
An example of such a term is "apprehend" (and its grammatical derivatives)
where it is used in respect of young persons in cl 19.

General Observations

46 Submissions received from legally trained persons indicate that the Bill is not
successful in its attempt to codify the law relating to juvenile justice.  Indeed, it
seems to add another piece of legislation to an already complex net of
legislation.  The Committee is concerned that if legal practitioners consider it a
complicated task to navigate through this net of legislation, how much more
difficult is it going to be for non-legally trained people who must apply it on a
day-to-day basis.

47 The Committee notes that some provisions of the Bill are clearly aimed at
severely recalcitrant young persons.  What must not be forgotten is that the vast
majority of young offenders commit a small number of minor offences and are
never heard from again.  It has been suggested to the Committee that some
provisions of the Bill may have practical consequences which have a deleterious
effect on these minor offenders.  Further consideration needs to be given to the
Bill to ensure that there are adequate safeguards to prevent this from
happening.

Conclusions

48 The Bill is an important piece of legislation in respect of which the general
community has a substantial interest.  Submissions and evidence received by
the Committee reveal significant concerns with many aspects of the Bill.  Many
of these concerns are shared by a number of groups and organisations in the
community which have an interest or stake in juvenile justice issues.  Whilst the
Committee is aware that there will always be persons who will be dissatisfied
with any controversial law, it has formed the view that the Bill contains
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provisions relating to serious issues which require further consideration.  Most
of these are reflected in the range of submissions and evidence undertaken by
the Committee .13

Recommendation 3

The Committee recommends that the House give detailed consideration to the
Bill, particularly to those areas referred to in this report.
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Summary of Recommendations

Recommendation 1

The Committee recommends that a statement of these rights be incorporated in
the Bill, and that an appropriate sanction be applied in the event of a breach of
the rights.

Recommendation 2

The Committee recommends that relevant provisions of the Bill regarding
juvenile justice teams be reviewed in comparison with the equivalent New
Zealand legislation and procedures to ensure that adequate procedural
guidelines and checks and balances are incorporated in the Bill.

Recommendation 3

The Committee recommends that the House give detailed consideration to the
Bill, particularly to those areas referred to in this report.
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Appendix 1:  Submissions received

1 Cr Andrew Hall, City of Wanneroo
2 Julian Yates
3 Lyn Gleeson, Co-ordinator, Karawara Community Project Inc
4 R Powell
5 Cr Lynn O'Grady, City of Wanneroo
6 R Hogan
7 Kath Mallott, Executive Officer, Deaths in Custody Watch Committee (WA) Inc
8 June Hutchison, Chairperson, Fremantle Community Justice Group
9 Joy Devereux
10 Paul Vincent Cannon
11 Valsa Mathew
12 Anglicare
13 Julie Yusop, Youth Affairs Council of WA
14 Anne Annear
15 Kylie Back and Daryl Carmody, Joondalup and Wanneroo Services
16 Kylie Back
17 S Moran
18 Sybylle Kaczorek and Audrey Hill, Project Working with Young People
19 Br Des O'Grady, Congregation of Christian Brothers
20 Stephen Hall, Executive Officer, Anglican Social Responsibilities Commission
21 Julie Dethridge
22 Fremantle Community Justice Group
23 David Bodman and Mike Watson, Arrest Express
24 Kerry Newall, Youth Worker, Girrawheen Uniting Church
25 John McKee, Caseworker, Fusion Student Household Service
26 Bindi Other-Gee, Director, Western Australian Council of Social Service Inc
27 James McDougall, Co-ordinator, Youth Legal Service
28 Pamela Hogan, Vice President, International Commission of Jurists
29 Joseph Cahill, Student Social Worker, Uniting in Care
30 Br GT Faulkner, Provincial Superior, Congregation of Christian Brothers
31 Senator Christabel Chamarette
32 Catherine Crawford, Principal Legal Officer, Aboriginal Legal Service
33 His Honour Judge Hal Jackson
34 R Ludbrook, National Children's and Youth Law Centre
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Appendix 2:  Persons invited to make submissions

1 The Hon Mr Justice David Malcolm AC, Chief Justice of Western Australia

2 President, Children's Court of Western Australia

3 His Worship Mr Con Zempilas, Chief Stipendiary Magistrate

4 His Honour Judge Heino Lilles, Yukon Territorial Court (Canada)

5 Hon Kevin Prince MLA, Chairman, Justice Co-ordinating Council

6 Mr R Falconer, Commissioner of Police

7 David Grant, Director General, Ministry of Justice

8 Professor Richard Harding, UWA Crime Research Centre

9 Youth Law Unit, Legal Aid Commission
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Appendix 3:  Witnesses

1 Mike Hill, Manager, Lake Jasper Project, and Kath Mallot, Deaths in Custody
Watch Committee

2 Catherine Crawford, Principal Legal Officer, and Shawn Boyle, Policy Officer,
Aboriginal Legal Service

3 Audrey Hill, Project Working with Young People
Sybylle Kaczorek, Project Working with Young People, 
Kathy Charlesworth, Member of Fremantle Community Justice Group 
Julie Dethridge, Member of Fremantle Community Justice Group

4 Br David Bodman, Joint Coordinator, and Mike Watson, Joint Coordinator,
Arrest Express

5 Julie Yusop, Executive Officer, Youth Affairs Council of WA

6 James McDougall, Coordinator, Youth Legal Service

7 Gillian Braddock, Convenor of the Criminal Law Committee, Law Society of
WA
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Appendix 4:  Correspondence










